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Dear Scholar,

English fascinated me from childhood. It was my passion and quest to feel the veins and
pulses of English Language – its grammar and usage, makings and breakings, forms and
functions, moods and modes, tone and rhythm, morph and phone, style and diction, structures
and figures, prosody and rhetories, language and literature.

Though arbitrary like all languages and grammars, English is the most lucid, placid and
open-minded of all languages, that has made it a world class language and lingua franca.

As a teacher of English for thirty-three years and principal for 16 years in KVS and NVS,
a participant, resource person, associate director and director in many English Language
Teaching courses of regional, national and international platforms, I thought I should put on
record all my studies, feelings, findings and representations of grammar and usage, linguistic
and literary aspects, phonetics and communication skills in the form of an ‘all-in-one’ book
for the greater and broader benefits of all the students and teachers from high school to
university levels across the globe. Thus, this book was born.

There have been conflicts between the traditional and modern school of English grammar,
which can be easily sorted out by simple correlation and reconciliation, corrections and
modifications time to time in the course of growth and evolution of language and grammar. In
this book, my mission and vision has been to build up a balanced approach taking both the
schools hand in hand.

This book, as a text book and a reference book too, has been deliberately devised with
graded learning and doing materials for very effective benefit of the students and teachers
from high school to university level. The students with English Elective and Honours in the
graduation level and post graduate students with English Literature, Linguistics and Phonetics
will be immensely benefitted by this book. The basic as well as the advanced aspects and
concepts in different areas of grammar, usage, composition, linguistic and literary aspects,
phonetics and communication skills have been discussed intensively and exhaustively with
highly motivating and knowledge-enriching exercises of varied types. Apart from being
beneficial to the students and teachers in the school, college and universities in India and
abroad, this book will be of great help to the aspirants of different competitive examinations
like UGC-NET, CAT, MBA, GRE, GMAT, AFCAT, SSB, CDS, SSC, CLAT, TOEFL, IELTS, Banking
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examinations, Civil Service Examinations, other UPSC examinations, State level Administrative
examinations and all other competitive examinations.

I must submit my gratitude to all known and unknown sources of my knowledge – individuals,
books and multimedia learning and reference-resources. I bow before my teachers in my
school, college and university – particularly my village school Rameshwar Vidyapeeth,
Jallarpur, BJB College, Bhubaneswar, Ravenshaw College (now Ravenshaw University),
Cuttack, Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages (CIEFL – now EFL University),
Hyderabad, my work fields – two front ranking school-education-systems of India – Kendriya
Vidyalaya Sangatahan (KVS), Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti (NVS), my field-mates in India and
abroad for my rich exposure and experience in the field of English Language and Literature.

I dedicate this book to my noble parents, who made me what I am today. I am grateful to my
wife Harapriya and my sons Er. Sidharth and Er. Samarth, who are the co-masons of this
book.

I submit my tributes to all the great minds, who overviewed this book and offered their invaluable
opinion and good wishes. I am immensely indebted to Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd.
for bringing this book to public light.

I wish this book delights and enlightens you.

You are precious to me. Please feel free to write to me on any aspect of this book.

Yours sincerely

A T Mishra



What Great Minds
Think About this Book

If another book exists that packs so much material useful to the school and college students and
teachers, I am not aware of it. From English Grammar and Usage, Reading Comprehension, Composition,
English Phonetics and Study of English Literature, it has everything with helpful examples. It is a
wonder to me that such a comprehensive and inclusive book could at all become possible.

I believe that every school, college and university library should have this book. English teachers’
professional life would be made immensely easier and richer if they have their own copy of this book.
I congratulate ‘Artatran Mishra’. – Prof. J.N. Sharma, Ph.D., Indiana University, USA, Former
Head of Department of English and Former Dean of Faculty of Arts, JNVU, Jodhpur; Professor
EMERITUS, Jaipur University; UGC, Visiting Professor (2000-2002), University of Rajasthan, Jaipur;
Visiting Senior Fellow, Harvard University, University of California, Berkeley and Visiting Professor,
University of Tunis, Tunisia and Basra, Iraq.

A truly profesional and resourceful compendium comprising different aspects of English Language and
Literature. I admire Sh. Artatran Mishra for this wonderful work and wish him more such laurels in
future. – Prof. Soumendra Mohan Patnaik, Vice-Chancellor, Utkal University, Vani Vihar,
Bhubaneswar, Odisha, Fulbright-Nehru Visiting Fellow, Virginia Technical University, Visiting
Professor – Universities of Miami, Michigan, Tennessee, California (USA), Peradeniya (Sri Lanka),
Tribhuvan (Nepal), Singapore, etc., Chairperson – IUAES Commission on ‘Anthropology, Public
Policy and Governance’.

Very few books can live up to the ambition of accommodating the diverse areas of learning in a
subject. Sh. Artatran Mishra’s A Compendium of English Grammar and Usage, Linguistic and
Literary Aspects, Phonetics and Communicate Skill satisfies this rare fact. As a student and teacher
in the field of Linguistic and ELT, I am highly impressed by the range Shri Mishra has covered from
Morphology to Deep Structure, from the basics of grammar to the core issues of Syntax. While the
language of English has been the promise of progress in the larger world, this book certainly stands tall
as a model for both students and teachers engaged in language acquisition in general and honing
specific skills in particular. There is no doubt about this comprehensive book being a hand book of
every student from secondary to the Post Graduate stage.  – Dr. Asim Ranjan Parhi, MA, MPhil,
Ph.D. in English (Utkal University), Professor and Head, Post Graduate Department of English,
Utkal University, Vani Vihar, Bhubaneswar-751004, Odisha, Former Professor and Dean of Languages
at Rajiv Gandhi Central University, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh, author of the book ‘Indian English



Through News Papers’; has researched and spoken on the ‘status of Indian English, Print and
Electronic Media as model text’ at the University of London and Liverpool State University.

Mr. A.T. Mishra’s book ‘A Compendium of English Grammar and Usage, Linguistic and Literary
Aspects, Phonetics and Communicate Skill’ is a very comprehensive book of unique kind with very rich
content and illustrations, potential enough to provide wholesome support to the students as well as
teachers. – Dr. Gopa Ranjan Mishra, Former Principal, JKBK Govt. College, Cuttack, Visiting
Faculty, PG Department of English, Utkal University, Bhubaneswar, Department of English
Language and Literature, Central University of Koraput, Orissa. He has Published research articles
in National Journals like ‘Critical Endeavour, Indian Journal of English Studies’ etc., translated
stories of O. Henry, Khuswant Singh, Ruskin Bond, Somerset Maugham and others into Odia, co-
edited text book ‘Vistas and Visions’. His famous poem titled ‘Fishing’ has been prescribed for the
‘+2 students’ under CHSE, Odisha.

It was an enriching experience for me to go through the book ‘A Compendium of English Grammar and
Usage, Linguistic and Literacy Aspects, Phonetics and Communication Skills. I strongly feel this
resourceful and encyclopedic book will be very highly beneficial not only to the learners and teachers
at the Senior Secondary, College, and University level but also to the career aspirants of numerous
competitive examinations at the national and international levels. – Dr. A.P. Singh, Acting Vice
Chancellor, Central University, Rajasthan.

The book has been deliberately devised with graded learning and worksheets for the benefits of students
and teachers from high school level to university. The basic as well as advanced aspects and concepts
in different areas of grammar and usage, composition, linguistic and literary aspects, phonetics and
communication skills have been discussed intensively. The book will be of great help to aspirants of
different competitive examinations. – The New Indian Express, March 08, 2017, Bhubaneswar.

This book will help students and teachers to learn the nitty-gritty of English. – The Times of India,
March 10, 2017, Bhubaneswar

The book aims to contribute to the field of English Language and Literature and provide guidance to
the students and teachers from highschool to university level all over the world. – The Telegraph,
November 3, 2017. Metro Bhubaneswar.

Experiences in the field of education have always been a resource, that contributes to the welfare of
society. Mishra’s book on English Grammar and Usage, Composition, Linquistic and Literary Aspects,
Phonetics etc. with exhaustive discussion and appropriate exercises will greatly help all users.
– Orissa Post, Bhubaneswar, 6 January, 2018.



I strongly believe this resourceful book will be an asset for the undergraduate and postgraduate students,
their teachers, research scholars and aspirants for all competitive examinations at the state, national as
well as international levels. – Prof. Krutibash Rath, Principal, Regional Institute of Education
(NCERT), Bhubaneswar.

I am much impressed by the broad range of topics covered in this book, the like of which is hardly
available in the market. The author has presented in one book all that the students and research
scholars of language and literature and the candidates appearing in various competitive exams would
normally need. I am glad that the author has shown great farsight and sensitiveness to the requirements
of the time and I am sure his work will gain widespread popularity for its sheer rich and exhaustive
presentation. – Dr. Sharad Rajimwale, Former Professor and Head, Department of English, Jai
Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur.

It is a complete and comprehensive book on English Language, Grammar, Literature and Phonetics.
This book is unique kind in the field, meticulously scribed. Prof. H.S. Sharma, Former Director,
Indira Gandhi Centre for Environmental Studies (Eminent Author), University of Rajasthan, Jaipur
- 302004.

I express my ardent appreciation for this great professional book in the field of English Language and
Literature, which will surely enrich and empower the students and teachers from High School to University
level to excellent extent. – Shri AVL Jagannadha Rao, Deputy Commissioner, KVS, Bhubaneswar Region.

An authentic and resourceful compendium on English Grammar and Usage, Linguistics and Phonetics
and Literary Aspects, this book will be highly helpful to the students and teachers from senior secondary
to university level and all career aspirants. My hearty congratulations and compliments to the author
– Dr. Jaideep Das, Dy. Commissioner, Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan, Regional Office, Jaipur.

A wonderful compendium catering to the needs of diverse individuals located at different levels of
learning and using the language. This book, thus, is an invaluable resource for both the young learner,
who is in the process of getting educated, as well as the matured scholar, whose workplace demands
professional resourcefulness from him. – Sh. N.R. Murali, Dy. Commissioner, Kendriya Vidyalaya
Sangathan, Regional Office, Kolkata.

Congratulations to the author for the years of work to produce a major compilation of English Grammar
and Usage, Language and Literature. – Dr. George Wright, University of Washington.

This complete book will be invaluable to teachers of English. – Dr. Dianna Pierce, University of
Michigan, USA.



An invaluable handbook for teachers and students. It is a reference book that meets many needs.
– Susan H. Peterman, Naperville, Illinois.

This is a great reference book and guide for the teacher to help students learn to write and speak
English. – Barbara Andrews, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.

A wonderful book for all users of the English Language and Literature. – Russel Andrews, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, USA.

A.T. Mishra is to be highly commended for producing the comprehensive masterwork of English Grammar
and Usage along with other vital aspects of English Language and Literature. – Victoria Sterling,
Lehman College City University, New York.

Mr. A.T. Mishra’s book ‘A Compendium of English Grammar and Usage, Linguistic and Literary Aspects,
Phonetics and Communication Skills’ is distinct and unique in itself – wide apart from all such books
available in the field. It is a very resourceful book of all-in-one type and will be strongly helpful to the
students and teachers from high school to university in the studies of English language and literature,
grammar and usage, phonetics and communication skills. – Dr. S.K. Harit, Associate Professor, Deptt. of
English, JNVU, Jodhpur, India.

The book is comprehensive and exhaustive. It comes out of the vast experience of the author. The most
positive aspect about the book is that it caters to the needs of all levels of learners starting from high
school to postgraduate level and also national and international test takers. No area of language and
literature has been left untouched. It is a valuable resource and a treasure trove for all literature and
language learners and teachers of English. I have yet to come across this unique combination of all
aspects of English. – Dr. Sanjay Arora, Associate Professor (English), Central University, Rajasthan.

Got a wonderful experience going through the book, which is highly enriching and empowering for the
students and teachers of high school, college and university and for all competitive examinations. – Dr.
Sampurnananda Mishra, Associate Professor (English), Directorate of Training and Technical
Education, Delhi.

It is as much lucid as comprehensive. The book embodies a lifetime teaching experience laced with
insights. Besides, it is so designed as to serve the needs of a wide range of learners. I congratulate the
author. – Devendra Rankawat, Assistant Professor (English), Central University, Rajasthan.

The author is a renowned principal and teacher, decorated with National Award and many other prestigious
awards in the field of education. I consider this book even better than all those awards and achievements.
This is a kind of precious contribution to nation-building by powerfully resourceful educational writing in
the field of ELT. This book, a great product of very hard labour by the genius author, will be a boon for
all the stakeholders. – Group Captain S.A. Srivalsan, Sr. Education Officer, IAF.
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(a) Homophonic Paronomasia, (b) Homographic Paronomasia, (c) Homonymic
Paronomasia, (d) Compound Paronomasia, (e) Recursive Paronomasia, (f) Anagrammatic
Paronomasia, (g) Pangrammatic Paronomasia, (h) Hendiadic Paronomasia,
23. Antanaclasis, 24. Epigram, 25. Wit and Conceit, 26. Euphemism 27. Euphuism,
28. Irony, 29. Dramatic Irony, 30. Climax, 31. Anti-climax or Bathos, 32. Allegory,
33. Allusion, 34. Rhetorical Question, 35. Pastiche, 36. Innuendo, 37. Mock-Heroic
Device, 38. Cliché, 39. Meiosis or Miosis,  40. Prolepsis, 41. Pleonasm, 42. Journalese,
43. Jargon, 44. Slang and Colloque, 45. Creole, 46. Johnsonese, 47. Tapinosis,
48. Antonomasia, 49. Kennings, 50. Anthimeria, 51. Fable, 52. Parable, 53. Panegyric,
54. Understatement, 55. Malapropism, 56. Empathy, 57. Epiphany, II. Metaplasmic
Figures: 1. Aphaeresis, 2. Epenthesis, 3. Syncope, 4. Paragoge, 5. Apocope,
6. Antisthecon, 7. Metathesis. III. Figures of Omission: 1. Ellipsis, 2. Zeugma,
3. Scesisonamaton, 4. Anapodoton, 5. Aposiopesis, 6. Occupatio, IV. Figures of
Repetition (Words): 1. Epizeuxis, 2. Polyptoton, 3. Antanaclasis, 4. Epistrophe,
5. Symploce, 6. Epanalepsis, 7. Anadiplosis, 8. Gradatio, 9. Congeries, 10. Antimetabole,
11. Pleonasm, V. Figures of Repetition (Phrases, Clauses and Ideas): 1. Auxesis,
2. Isocolon – Bicolon, Tricolon, Tetracolon, 3. Tautology – Logical tautology, Acronymic
Tautology, Poetical Tautology, Advertising Tautology, Instructional Tautology,
4. Chiasmus, 5. Periphrasis or Circumlocution, VI. Figures of Unusual Word Order:
1. Anastrophe, 2. Hyperbaton, 3. Hysteron Proteron, 4. Hypallage or Transferred Epithet,



5. Parenthesis, VII. Figures of Thought: 1. Adynaton, 2. Aporia, 3. Correctio,
4. Prosopopoeia, 5. Apostrophe. Exercises 1 to 3.

61. Critical Appreciation 1022
Standard Steps – I. Critical Appreciation of Poetry, II. Critical Appreciation of Prose,
III. Critical Appreciation of Drama, IV. Critical Aspects of Drama, V. Critical Appreciation
of Novel, Some Standard Samples of Critical Appreciation of Poetry and Prose.

62. Subtitling or Outlining and Note-making 1036
I. Word Outlining, II. Phrase Outlining-Some Sample Exercise, III. Sentence Outlining,
IV. Paragraph Outlining, V. Standard Format or Layout of Subtitling.

63. Précis 1041
Introduction, Difference among Summary, Substance and Précis, Important Tips for
Précis, Sample Précis.

64. Art of Composition 1044
Introduction, Important Tips, CODER, POWER, CFA, Coherence and Cohesive Devices:
1. Repetition of Key Term, 2. Synonyms, 3. Pronouns, 4. Transitional Words –
(a) Repeated and Parallel Sentence Pattern, (b) Addition, (c) Comparison, (d) Contrast,
(e) Enumeration, (f) Concession, (g) Exemplification, (h) Inference, (i) Summary/
Conclusion. (J) Time and Sequence, (k) Result, l. Reformulation, (m) Replacement,
(n) Transition, (o) Place/Position, (p) Miscellaneous Adhesive Devices. Categories of
Compositions: Description of Facts, Description of Process, Freehand Compositions,
Guided Compositions, General Essays, Extrapolative Writing, Critical Essays and Literary
Criticism, Critical Appreciation, Writing with a Purpose, Creative or Literary Writing,
Cartoons.

65. Advance or Higher Skills of Writing 1050
Learning Goals and Needs: I. General Objectives, II. Specific Objectives, III. Primary
Skills, IV. Secondary Skills, V. Learners’ Needs and Goals, VI. Learning Activities.
Some Common Advanced Skills of Writing: I. Classified Advertisements with Standard
Examples: A. Matrimonial, B. Employment, C. Accommodation, D. Educational,
E. Sale, Purchase and Exchange, F. Business and Professionals, G. Lost, Found, Missing
and Information Wanted, II. Notice Writing with Standard Examples: III. Posters with
Standard Samples, IV. Pamphlets with Standard Samples, V. Invitations – Formal and
Informal with Standard Samples.

66. Art of Letter and Paragraph Writing 1077
I. Personal Letters. II. Official Letters. III. Demi-Official Letters. IV. Business Letters.
(Format and Samples)

67. Paragraphs, Essays, Letters and Applications 1086

68. Great Sayings by Great People 1151



Collection of Proverbs, Captions and Creative Thoughts of Great Minds as Examples
of Creative, Thought-evoking, Precise and Terse Writing.

69. Language and the English Language 1166
Language Communication, Body Language, Language as a System of Systems of
Communication.

70. The Making of English Language 1169
The Origin – The Invasion of Angels, Saxons and Jutes, The Scandinavian and The
Norman Influence, Old English Period – Mid-11th Century (450-1060-1150 AD) – The
German Influence, Middle English Period – Late 11th to 15th century : (1100 AD -1500
AD): The French Influence – the Literature of the Age, Resurrection and Resonance of
English Language and Literature in 13th Century, Age of Chaucer: The Real Beginning
of Making English Language and Literature: Important Works Under French Influence
and Italian Influence, Important Works in Pro-English Phase, Other Important Poets
and Scribes of Chaucerian Era: 1. William Langland, 2. John Gower, 3. John Barbour,
4. Sir John Mandeville, 5. John Wycliffe, 6. Sir Thomas Malory, 7. King James I, Early
Modern English – Late 15th Century to late 17th Century (1500 AD-1800 AD), The
Great Vowel Shift (Great Evolution and Revolution in Pronunciation), Vowel Shift in
Chaucerian Age, Shakespearean and Post-Shakespearean Age, Vowel Loss or Omission
during Middle English Period – Addition of Vowel Sounds. The English Renaissance,
Borrowing and Influence of Greek and Latinate Terms (Inkhorn Terms), The Advent
of Printing Press (A Historic Gain to English Language and Literature), Prose, Poetry
and Drama during Pre-Elizabethan and Pre-Shakespearean Period, Role of Shakespeare
in Shaping English Language and Literature, Chancery Standardization of Spelling,
Standardization of English Language during Elizabethan Era, First English Dictionary
by Robert Cawdrey, The Dictionary of English Language by Samuel Johnson and
Other Dictionaries, English Grammar in 18th Century, Contribution of Ecclesiastical
Publications to Popularize English Language and Literature, The Role of Newspapers
and Periodicals in Building English, Contribution of Science and Technology, Late
Modern English (1800-Present), British Colonization and Globalization of English.

71. The Making of English Literature 1192
I. The Period of Chaucer, II. The Period from Chaucer to Spencer, III. Famous Writers
of Jacobean or Restoration Period. A. Dramatists, B. Restoration Comedy,
C. Restoration Tragedy, D. Restoration Poetry, IV. Neoclassicism, V. The Age of
Transition or Pre-Romanticism (between Augustans and Romantics, 1750-1800) –
A. Poetry, B. Prose and New Genre Novel, VI. The Romantic Age and Its Poetry.
VII. Victorian Age (1832-1887) – A. Poetry, B. Novel, Prose and Drama, VIII. Modern
and Post-Modern Age of 20th Century (1900-1990), A. Introduction, B. Indo-Anglian
Writers and Poets Contributing to English Language and Literature. C. The Women
Novelists, D. Writers of Post-Modern India (1960-1990), E. 20th Century European
English Writers, F. Novelists, G. Poets, Categorization of Modern and Post-Modern
Poets According to their Poetic Traits and Trends, H. Great Playwrights and Versatile
Literary Figures of the Age.



72. Branches or Disciplines of Linguistic Science 1236
Language Acquisition and Language Learning, English  Articulatory System,
1. Linguistics, 2. Phonetics, 3. Phonotactic, 4. Phoneme and Phonology, 5. Allophones,
6. Phonemic and Phonetic Transcription, 7. Morpheme and Morphology,
8. Morphophonemics, 9. Word and Morpheme, 10. Features of Word, 11. Word
Boundaries or Orthographic Boundaries, 12. Graphemes, 13. Phonemes and Lexemes,
14. Allomorphs, 15. Lexicon, 16. Lexical Analysis, 17. Decomposition, 18. Semantics,
19. Stylistics, 20. Philology.

73. Phonetics Made Easy 1242
I. Branches of Phonetics: A. Acoustic Phonetics, B. Auditory Phonetics, C. Articulatory
Phonetics. II. Air Stream Mechanism: Articulatory Phonetics: A. Air Stream Mechanism
Functionaries in the Speech – Production between Respiratory Tract and Beginning of
Mouth, B. Main Functionaries in Mouth, C. Division of these Functionaries – 1. Active
Articulators, 2. Passive Articulators, 3. The Controller-Speech-Organs (Picture and
Illustration Figure 73.1), D. Stages of Speaking Process: 1. Breathing Stage, 2. Phonation
Stage, 3. Resonation Stage – Role of Pharynx, Role of Nose, Role of Mouth (Figure
73.2), Resonators, 4. Articulation Stage – Lips, Teeth, Dome or Hard Palate, Velum or
Soft Palate (Nasalized Sound, Nasal or Nasal Occlusive or Nasal Stop, Oral Sounds),
Uvula, Tongue, Lower Lip and Jaw, Upper Lip, Upper Alveolar Ridge, Vocal Cords,
E. The Air Stream Mechanism (Pulmonic Egressive Air Stream) – Figures 73.3, 73.4,
73.5, 73.6 and 73.7. F. Articulation of Vowel Sounds – Front Vowels, Back Vowels and
Central Vowels, Nasalized Sounds, Nasal Sounds and Oral Sounds – (Diagram and
Elucidation – Figures 73.8, 73.9 and 73.10). Exercise.

74. Articulation of Speech Sounds 1250
Key Functionaries: I. Place of Articulation – A. Bilabial, B. Labio-Dental, C. Dental,
D. Alveolar, E. Post-Alveolar, F. Palato-Alveolar, G. Palatal, H. Velar, I. Glottal, J. Labeo-
Velar. II. Manner of Articulation – A. Plosive, B. Fricative, C. Affricate, D. Nasal,
E. Trill or Roll, F. Flap and Frictionless Continuant, G. Lateral, H. Semi-Vowels, Tabular
Representation of Consonants.

75. Phoneme, Allophone and Phonology 1253
44 English Phonemes (20 Vowel Sounds and 24 Consonant Sounds), Allophones,
Phonology – The Speech Science – I. 26 Alphabetic Sounds, II. Basic Vowels Sounds
– 05, III. 44 Phonetic Alphabetic Sound Symbols, IV. IPA (International Phonetic
Alphabet), V. Consonants – 24 (15 Voiced and 09 Voiceless – symbols and Sounds),
VI. 20 Vowels – Symbols and Sounds, A. 12 Pure Vowels – 07 Short and 05 Long
Vowels, B. 08 Diphthongs or Vowel Glides or Double Vowels, VII. 24 Consonants
Symbols and Sounds. VIII. Queer Correspondence between Spellings and Sounds –
Elaborations with Examples. IX. Phoneme and Phonology – A. Phoneme, B. Phoneme
and Minimal Pair, C. Supra-segmental Phonemes and Prosodemes, D. Allophones,
E. Phonemic and Phonetic Transcription, F. Stress, G. Pitch, H. Intonation, I. Tone,
J. Tempo, K. Clusters, Exercise.



76. Syllable Patterns 1265
The Concept of Nucleus, Onset and Coda, Consonant Cluster, Closed and Open Syllables,
Phonotactic Constraints, Mono-syllabic, Di-syllabic, Tri-syllabic and Poly-syllabic
Words, Syllabification, Syllable Division and Ambi-syllabicity.

77. Syllable and Stress 1269
Syllable, Supra-segmental Syllables, Syllable Weight, Primary Stress and Secondary
Stress, Tertiary or Weak Stress, Standard Categorization of Stress Patterns with their
Shifts and Sound Effects in different Class Words and Affixes (I to 31).

78. Juncture or Jointure (Connected Speech) 1281
I. Speech Juncture. II. Juncture and Pauses. III. Classification of Junctures: A. Close
Juncture or Normal Transition, B. Plus Juncture or Open Juncture or Falling or Clause
Terminal or Terminal Contour, C. Other Junctures – 1. Plus Juncture, 2. Single Bar
Juncture, 3. Double Bar Juncture, 4. Double Cross Juncture D. Oronyms or Slice-o-
nym or Continunym. IV. Six Basic Features of Connected Speech or Connected
Discourse: A. Juncture, B. Reduction, C. Elision or Omission of Sound, D. Addition of
Sound, E. Liaison, F. Assimilation and Contraction, Exercise 1 to 3.

79. Intonation, Tonic Pitch or Pitch Contour 1285
Role of Stress and Pitch in Semantics, Static and Kinetic Tone – Intonation or Pitch
Contour, Pitch, Intonation, Tone, Tempo, Tone Group, Supra-segmental Phonemes,
Word Stress and Sentence Stress, Primary and Secondary Sentence Stress, Rhythm,
Stress-timed Versus Syllable-timed Language, English – A Stress-timed Language.

80. Immediate Constituent Analysis (IC Analysis) or Contrastive Stress 1289
Rising and Falling Tone
Four Types of Pitch or Intonation Contour – 1. Falling Tone, 2. Rising Tone, 3. Falling-
Rising Tone, 4. Rising-Falling Tone, 5. Rising-Falling-Rising Tone or Level. Example
and Illustrations, Exercise.
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Change of a sentence from one form to another without changing its original meaning is
called transformation.
SCOPE OF TRANSFORMATION: The following major areas of sentence transformation are
worth analyzing.

I.  Interchange among kinds of sentences – Assertive, Interrogative, Exclamatory, Imperative
 and Optative.

II.  Interchange among types of sentences – Simple, Compound and Complex.
III.  Interchange among complex sentences of different clauses.
IV.  Interchange among sentences of different degrees – Positive, Comparative and Superlative.
V.  Interchange between Direct and Indirect Speech.

VI.  Interchange between Active and Passive Voice.
VII.  Interchange among parts of speech (Class words)
VIII.  Modal Auxiliary related transformations.
IX.  Transformation of sentence by other miscellaneous partial changes in it.

I. Interchange among kinds of sentences – Assertive, Interrogative, Exclamatory, Imperative
and Optative. Note how a sentence of a particular meaning can be transformed into different
kinds of sentences without any change in its original meaning. Despite being in different
forms, their functional meaning is same.
A. Assertive or Declarative or Narrative sentence:

1. Assertive Affirmative: Everyone loves a child. 2. Assertive Negative: None hates a child.
B. Interrogative:

1. Interrogative Affirmative: Is there anyone who hates a child?
2. Interrogative Negative: Who doesn’t love a child?

C. Exclamatory:
1. Exclamatory Affirmative: Oh, is there anyone who hates a child!
2. Exclamatory Negative: Oh, is there anyone who doesn’t love a child!

D. Imperative:
1. Imperative Affirmative: Love children. 2. Imperative Negative: Do not hate children.

TRANSFORMATION OF
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E. Optative:
1. Optative Affirmative: May everybody love children!
2. Optative Negative: May none hate children!

II. Interchange among types of sentences – Simple, Compound and Complex.
A. Simple sentence: We require a dedicated lady-doctor.

Compound sentence: We require a lady-doctor and she should be dedicated.
Complex sentence: We require a lady-doctor, who should be dedicated.

B. Simple: Madri is too weak to walk.
Compound: Madri is very weak and so he cannot work.
Complex: Madri is so weak that he cannot walk.

C. Simple: She is too young to marry.
Compound: She is very young and so she cannot marry.
Complex: She is so young that she cannot be given in marriage.

III. Interchange among complex sentences of different subordinating clauses. See how
sentences of same meaning function in different clauses.

A. Noun Clause:
1. I know wherever he lives. 2. You are ordered that you stand at the same place.

B. Adjective/Relative Clause:
1. I know the places, where he lives. 2. Stand at the place, where you are.

C. Adverb Clause:
1. Wherever he may live, I always know. 2. Stand where you are.

IV. Interchange among sentences of different degrees – Positive, Comparative and Superlative.
A. Positive:

1. No other athlete is as good as Frankson in our University.
2. Very few athletes are as good as Frankson in our University.

B. Comparative:
1. Frankson is better than everyone else as an athlete in our University.

 Frankson is a better athlete than all other athletes in our University.
 Frankson is better than all other athletes in our University.

2. No other athlete is better than Frankson in our University.
3. All other athletes are less in calibre than Frankson in our University.
4. Frankson is better than most other athletes in our University.

C. Superlative:
1. Frankson is the best athlete in our University.
2. Frankson is one of the best athletes in our University.

V. Direct and Indirect Speech.
A. Direct Speech: The exact speech communication or conversation made by a person is Direct

Speech.
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1. The direct speech may be the speaker’s communication with or without the mention of listener.
Hence, a direct speech is divided into following two parts.
(a) Speaker’s speech without the mention of the listener:

Speaker + Verb + Direct Speech:
First part + Second part
1. He says, “I am going to Heaven now.” 2. She said, “I broke his backbone yesterday.”
3. They will say, “We will kill you.” 4. She says, “Am I not beautiful?”
5. She said, “You are a fool.” 6. They said, “Oh! What a fool you are!”

(b) Speaker’s speech with the mention of listener:
Speaker + Verb + Listener + Direct Speech:
First part + Second part
1. He says to me, “I am the most handsome boy.”
2. He said to me, “You are a teddy bear.”
3. He said to her, “He is an idiot.”
4. She said to them, “Are you mad?”
5. Brown said to me, “Where are you going now?”
6. He said to us “May the devil take your Soul!”
7. David said to her, “Will you please die with me?”
8. She will say, “Oh! How handsome you are today!”

2. Like this, the speaker’s speech alone or the speaker and the listener’s interaction may involve
any tense form, modal auxiliaries, person, kind of sentence or time reference.

3. Direct speech is reproduced by the listener (later the reporter), as it is, without any kind of
change for the following effects.
(a) To retain the real, original or natural flavour and effect of the speech communication.
(b) To make the reporting dramatic or feel-real sometimes.
(c) To reproduce the exact speech as some kind of evidence, witness or precious quotation.

B. Indirect Speech:
See the following transformations from the Direct to the Indirect speech.
Direct Speech Indirect Speech
1. He says, “I am going to Heaven now.” He says that he is going to Heaven now.
2. He said, “I am going to Heaven now.” He said that he was going to Heaven then.
3. She said, “I broke his backbone yesterday.” She told that she had broken his backbone

the day before.
4. They will say, “We will kill you.” They will threaten that they will kill him.
5. She said, “Am I not beautiful?” She asked coquettishly if she was not

beautiful.
6. She said, “You are a fool.” She told him that he was a fool.
7. They said, “Oh! What a fool you are!” They remarked that he/I was/you were a great

fool.
8. He says to me, “I am the most handsome boy.” He tells me that he is the most handsome boy.
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8. He said to me, “You are a teddy bear.” He jested at me that I was a teddy bear.
9. He said to her, “Archie is an idiot.” He told her angrily that Archie was an idiot.

10. She said to them, “Are you mad?” She asked them with disgust if they were mad.
11. Brown said to me, “Where are you going now?” Brown asked me where I was going then.
12. He said to us “May the devil take your soul!” He wished malevolently that devil might take

our soul.
13. David said to her, “Will you please die with me?” David requested her strangely if she would die

with him.
14. She says to everyone, “How nice you are!” She exclaims to everyone admiringly that he/

she is very nice.
When the speech communication made by a person is narrated or reported indirectly with necessary
syntactic and grammatical changes, it is called Indirect Speech or indirectly reported speech. Its use
is much more common, frequent and convenient in the language.
An Indirect Speech is generally a complex sentence with a Principal Clause (the first part or the
reporting part with the speaker and the reporting verb) and a Noun Clause (the second part or the
reported speech part) joined together by a subordinating conjunction – ‘that’ in case of declarative
and exclamatory sentences, ‘if/whether’ in case of ‘Yes and No’ type questions and no conjunction in
case of 'Inquiry type' questions or Imperative sentences at the second part.
However, the indirect speech can be made in Simple and Compound Sentences too. See the same
examples below in their simple and compound sentence forms.

1. He says of his going to Heaven now. Simple
2. She reported of having broken his backbone the day before. Simple
3. They will threaten to kill him. Simple

They will be angry and will threaten to kill him. Compound
4. She wanted to confirm about her beauty. Simple
5. She branded him a fool. Simple
6. They called him a great fool. Simple
7. He considers him to be the most handsome boy. Simple
8. He teased me by calling me a teddy bear. Simple
9. He told her angrily about Archie’s idiocy. Simple

He became angry and told her about Archie’s idiocy. Compound
10. She asked them disgustedly about their possible madness. Simple

She was disgusted and asked them about their possible madness. Compound
11. Brown asked me about my whereabouts. Simple
12. He invoked the devil to take our soul. Simple

He became angry with us and invoked the devil to take our soul. Compound
13. David proposed her to die with him. Simple

David was frustrated and proposed her to die with him. Compound
Being frustrated, David proposed her to die with him. Compound

14. She flatters everyone about his being nice. Simple
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All the above examples show that the transformation of Direct Speech into Indirect narration or
Indirect reported speech requires grammatical exactness involving necessary changes in the:
1. Mode of expression of the reporting verb (if required)
2. Insertion of subordinating conjunction ‘that’ (if required) in between the first part and the second

part in case of declarative and exclamatory sentences
3. Insertion of ‘If/whether’ in case of ‘Yes and No’ type questions
4. No conjunction in case of Inquiry type questions or Imperative sentences at the second part
5. Change in the sentence type of the Reported Speech
6. Change in tense, time and the person, of the Reported Speech
7. Removal of the comma just after the first part of the direct speech
8. Removal of the inverted commas before and after the second part of the sentence (speaker’s

communication)
9. Addition of emphasizer or intensifier or modes of expression according to need
1. Mode of expression of the reporting verb can be specified (if required) for more clarity of

speaker’s feeling. Listed below are the specific verbal modes of expression, commonly used:
Told, narrate, explain, detail, deliberate, clarify, convince, motivate, flatter, praise, criticize,
jest, quarrel, argue, instruct, advise, order, command, suggest, propose, frighten, threaten, warn,
caution, request, solicit, implore, coax, demand, exclaim or adverbs like sorrowfully, joyfully,
remorsefully, angrily, proudly, annoyedly, childishly, happily, excitedly etc. It can also be
expressed by ‘Preposition + Noun phrase’ like ‘with joy’, ‘with anger’, in happiness’, ‘with/in
excitement’, ‘with/in surprise’, ‘in sorrow’, etc.
(a) They will say, “We will kill you.” They will threaten that they will kill him.
(b) He said to me, “You are a teddy bear.” He jested at me that I was a teddy bear.
Even sometimes suitable adverbials are used with the reporting verb to facilitate the clarity in
the mode of the speaker’s feeling.
(a) She says to everyone, “How nice you are!” She exclaims to everyone admiringly that

he is very nice.
(b) She said to them, “Are you mad?” She asked them disgustedly if they were

mad.
(c) She says, “Am I not beautiful?” She asked coquettishly if she was not

beautiful.
2. Insertion of subordinating conjunction ‘that’ (if required) in between the first part (reporting

part) and the second part (reported part) in case of declarative and exclamatory reported part:
(a) The teacher said to me, “I will go home tomorrow.”

The teacher told me that he would go home the next day.
(b) Deletion of this conjunction ‘that’ is also possible and is rather more decent.

The teacher told me he would go home the next day.
3. Insertion of ‘If/whether’ in case of ‘Yes and No’ type questions:

Dad said to me, “Are you going to school tomorrow?”
Dad asked me if/whether I was going to school the next day.

4. No conjunction in case of ‘Inquiry type’ questions or Imperative sentences at the second part.
Dad said to me, “Where is my umbrella?” Dad asked me where his umbrella was.
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5. Change in the sentence type: The sentence in the reported or indirect speech is always converted
to Assertive, Narrative or Declarative type, whatever its corresponding sentence type may be in
the direct reported speech – whether it is Interrogative, Exclamatory, Imperative or Optative.
See the following examples.
(a) He said to me, “I am playing Tennis now.” He told me that he was playing Tennis then.
(b) He said to me, “Will you play Tennis with me?” He asked me if I would play Tennis with him.
(c) He said to me, “Where is my Tennis racket?” He asked me where his Tennis racket was.
(d) She said to me, “Bring me a glass of water.” She asked me for a glass of water.
(e) She said to me, “Oh! What a wonderful idiot you are!”

She exclaimed satirically that I was a very wonderful idiot.
(f) I said to her, “May you live long with your wonderful good manners!”

I wished benevolently that she might live long with her wonderful good manners.
6. Change in tense, time and the person of the Reported Speech:

 (a) Change in tense:
(i) Reporting part in present tense + reported part in present tense: No change

(ii) Reporting part in present tense + reported part in past tense: No change
(iii) Reporting part in present tense + reported part in future tense: No change
(iv) Reporting part in past tense + reported part in present tense: Past tense form
(v) Reporting part in past tense + reported part in past tense: Past Perfect form

(vi) Reporting part in past tense + reported part in future tense: Past tense form
The moment the reporting verb happens to be in the past, the reported speech will be converted to past
tense form only. The main verb, general auxiliaries and the modal auxiliaries will be converted in to the
past form and the adverbials of time will be changed accordingly as given below:

Now Then
Today That day, the same day
Yesterday The day before, the day earlier, the previous day
Tomorrow The next day, the day after, the following day
Day after tomorrow The day after the next day
Day before yesterday The day before the previous day.

Note:
However, the tense and time reference of the indirect reported speech will not change in the following
cases, even if the reporting verb is in the past tense.

1. Reported speech communicating universal truth or habitual behaviour.
(a) She said that the Earth moves around the Sun.
(b) He informed that water boils at 100°C.

2. It will not be incorrect and will be acceptable if the reported speech of future event be retained
intact in some reasonable cases.
(a) She said, “I will go to UK tomorrow.”

She said that she would go to the UK the next day. (Done as per rule of Indirect Speech)
She said that she will go to the UK tomorrow. (Quite acceptable too)
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3. Again, the form a particular tense – whether simple, progressive or perfect – remains same in
corresponding Active or Passive Voice, though it may change its tense according to the need of
the ‘Reported or Indirect Speech’.
(a) John says, “The bananas will be eaten by the monkeys.”

John says that the bananas will be eaten by the monkey.
(b) John said, “The bananas will be eaten by the monkeys”.

John said that the bananas would be eaten by the monkeys.”
(c) Jonny said, “The work has been completed.”

Jonny said that the work had been completed.
(d) Bindu said, “The flowers are plucked by Sindhu.”

Bindu said that the flowers were plucked by Sindhu.
4. Change in the Persons:

The coordination in the aspects of persons referred in the first part and the second part of the
direct speech has to be maintained appropriately, otherwise the total meaning will be bizarre or
undesirable.
Interaction between speaker(s) and listener(s):
Speaker + Verb + Listener + “Direct Speech”.

First part Second part
(a) If the person used in the reported part is the First person, it refers to the speaker.

Direct Indirect
I said to her, “I am a teacher.” I said to her that I was a teacher.
You said to her, “I am a teacher.” You said to her that you were a teacher.
He said to her, “I am a teacher.” He said to her that he was a teacher.

(b) If the person used in the reported part is second person, it refers to the listener.
I said to her, “You are a teacher.” I said to her that she was a teacher.
You said to her, “You are a teacher.” You said to her that she was a teacher.
He said to me, “You are a teacher.” He said to me that I was a teacher.

(c) If the person used in the reported part is third person, it refers to neither the speaker nor
the listener. It refers to that third person only.
He said to her, “John is a teacher.” He said to her that John was a teacher.
I said to her, “They are teachers.” I said to her that they were teachers.

5. Removal of the comma just after the first part of the direct speech and removal of the inverted
commas before and after the second part of the sentence (speaker’s communication):
Since the Indirect Reported Speech occurs only in one narrative sentence, the ‘comma’, which is the
divider punctuation in between the reporting part (the first part) and the reported part (the second
part or the speaker’s communication), is removed. And obviously, the inverted commas before and
after the second part of the sentence (speaker’s communication) are also removed.

6. Addition of emphasizer or intensifier while transforming the direct reported exclamatory speech
to its indirect form.
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William said to me, “What a wonderful work you have done!”
William exclaimed with admiration that I had done a very wonderful work.
William exclaimed with joy that I had done a very wonderful work.

VI. Interchange between Active and Passive Voice.
A. Active Voice:
A sentence in the active voice is subject dominated. The subject here is the grammatical subject,
logical subject maintaining grammatical and logical conjugation with the verb and concord
with the object (direct or indirect). The real subject occurs in Nominative Case and controls the
verb while affecting the direct and indirect object (occurring in Accusative Case) and the verb
ought to be a Transitive Verb to be able to carry an object.
1. Fox + coaxed + the vixen.

Subject + Transitive Verb + Object
2. Mr. Brown + gave + Miss Frown  + the crown.

Subject + Transitive Verb + Indirect Object  + Direct Object
Mr. Brown + gave + the crown  + to Miss Frown.
Subject + Transitive Verb + Direct Object  + Indirect Object

3. The people + elected + him.
Subject + Transitive Verb + Object

Note:
1. Only the Transitive Verbs can carry an object.
2. Ask what, which and whom (even 'Who' in place of 'Whom') to identify the object.
3. Where both Direct and Indirect Object occur together, only the Direct object makes Accusative case
    (Example 2).
4. Preposition used: to (open or hidden)

 B. Passive Voice: Logical Subject:
A sentence in the passive voice is object dominated. The object (Direct or Indirect) becomes the
logical subject maintaining grammatical and syntactic conjugation with the verb while mentioning
(directly or indirectly) the real or grammatical subject, agent or doer as instrumental for the
action conveyed in the verb. (See Grammatical and Logical Subject at page 6, Chapter 2.)

1. The vixen + was coaxed  + by the Fox.
Object as grammatical Subject    + Passivised Verb     + Logical Subject in Instrumental Case

2. The crown + was given + to Miss Frown + by Mr. Brown.
Direct Object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb + Indirect Object + Logical Subject
in instrumental case

3. Miss Frown + was given + the crown+ by Mr. Brown.
Indirect object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb + Direct Object + Logical Subject in
Instrumental Case.

4. He + was elected.
Object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb

5. He  + was elected  + by the people.
Object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb + Logical Subject in Instrumental Case
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6. Rome + was not built  + by the Romans in a day.
Object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb + Logical Subject in Instrumental Case

7. Rome + was not built  in a day.
Object as grammatical Subject + Passive Transitive Verb

Note: The agent or doer or instrument or the real subject or the Grammatical Subject or
Logical Subject is obviously understood as in sentences like No. 4 and 7. So, we have the
option to mention or not mention it in the passive structure. It is always better not to mention
them.
See the following examples of Active Voice and their corresponding Passive Voice forms given
in Declarative, Interrogative, Imperative, Optative structures and the structures with Modal
Auxiliaries.

1. A formal and traditional approach to Tense forms in Active and Passive Voice.

 Simple or Indefinite  Continuous  Perfect  Perfect Continuous
 or Progressive

 Present
 San plays Sitar. San is playing Sitar. San has played Sitar.  San has been playing Sitar.
 Sitar is played by San. Sitar is being played by San. Sitar has been played by San.
 San doesn’t play Sitar. San is not playing Sitar. San hasn’t played Sitar.  San hasn’t been playing Sitar.
 Sitar is not played by San. Sitar is not being played Sitar has not been played

by San. by San.

 Does San play Sitar? Is San playing Sitar? Has San played Sitar?  Has San been playing Sitar?
 Is Sitar played by San? Is Sitar being played by San? Has Sitar been played by San?

 Past
 San played Sitar. San was playing Sitar. San had played Sitar.  San had been playing Sitar.
 Sitar was played by San. Sitar was being played by San. Sitar had been played by San.
 San didn’t play Sitar. San was not playing Sitar. San hadn’t played Sitar.  San hadn’t been playing Sitar.
 Sitar was not played by San. Sitar was not being played Sitar had not been played

by San. by San.
 Did San play Sitar? Was San playing Sitar? Had San played Sitar?  Had San been playing Sitar?
 Was Sitar played by San? Was Sitar being played by San? Had Sitar been played by San?

 Future
 San will play Sitar. San will be playing Sitar. San will have played Sitar.  San will have been playing Sitar.
 Sitar will be played by San. Sitar will have been played

by San.
 San will not play Sitar. San will not be playing Sitar. San will not have played Sitar.  San will not have been

 playing Sitar.
 Sitar will not be played by San. Sitar will not have been

played by San.
 Will San play Sitar? Will San be playing Sitar? Will have San played Sitar?  Will San have been playing

 Sitar?
 Will sitar be played by San? Will have Sitar been played by

 San?
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2.   Role of Modal Auxiliaries in Tense.

Subject + Modal + Root Verb
Active Voice Passive Voice
(a) San shall play Sitar. Sitar shall be played by San.
(b) San should play Sitar. Sitar should be played by San.
(c) San will play Sitar. Sitar will be played by San.
(d) San would play Sitar. Sitar would be played by San.
(e) San can play Sitar. Sitar could be played by San.
(f) San could play Sitar. Sitar could be played by San.
(g) San may play Sitar. Sitar may be played by San.
(h) San might play Sitar. Sitar might be played by San.
(i) San must play Sitar. Sitar must be played by San.
(j) San does play Sitar. Sitar is definitely played San.
(k) San dare play Sitar. Sitar is played by San confidently.
(l) San need play Sitar. Sitar is required to be played by San.

(m) San ought to play Sitar. Sitar is required to be played by San.
(n) San uses to play Sitar. Sitar is played by San usually.
(o) San has to play Sitar. Sitar has to be played by San.
(p) San should have played Sitar. Sitar should have been played by San.
(q) San would have played Sitar. Sitar would have been played by San.
(r) San could have played Sitar. Sitar could have been played by San.
(s) San would rather play Sitar. Sitar would rather be played by San.
(t) San had better played Sitar.Sitar had better been played by San.
3. Active and passive form of the imperative sentence.
(a) Close the box. (Active)
(b) You are requested/ordered/instructed/advised to close the box. (Passive)
(c) Let the box be closed by you. (Passive)
(d) It is requested to you to close the box. (Passive)
4. Apart from sentence passivisation, there may be phrasal passivisation too.

It is time for the tea. It is time for the tea to be taken.

VII. Interchange among parts of speech (Class words)
See the following examples with dynamic function of same word in different parts of speech in
different sentences without changing the meanings.
1. We love life intensely. We have intense love for life. Life is intensely loving to us.

(a) ‘Love’ is verb in the first sentence, noun in the second sentence and subject complement
(Adjective)

(b) ‘Intense’ has been used in its adverb form in the first sentence, adjective form in the second
sentence and intensifier adjective in the third.
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(c) Again, the first sentence is in Subject + Verb + Object + Adverbial Adjunct structure but the
second sentence is in Subject + Have Verb + Adjective + Noun + Preposition + Noun structure
and the third sentence is Subject + Be Verb + Adjective Intensifier + Adjective Noun Complement
+ Preposition + Pronoun structure.

2. She labours hard for her test. She puts hard labour for her test. She is hard laborious for the
test. She works very laboriously for the test.
‘Labour’ is Verb in the first sentence, Noun in the second, Adjective in the third and Adverb in the
fourth.

3. Attend to the lecture of the professor. Pay attention to the lecture of the professor. Be attentive
to the lecture of the professor. Listen to the lecture of the professor attentively.
‘Attend’ functions as Verb in the first sentence, Noun in the second, Adjective in the third and Adverb
in the fourth sentence.

VIII. Modal Auxiliary related transformations.
1. We are unable to go out in scorching heat. We cannot go out in scorching heat.
2. She regrets opting Commerce instead of Science.

She would have rather opted Science than Commerce.
3. This is poisonous; you are strongly advised to keep the children away from it.

This is poisonous. You must keep the children away from it.
4. This is your responsibility to complete this job. You have to complete this job.
5. Do not go there unnecessarily. You need not go there.
6. You should have completed this job yesterday.

You ought to have completed this job yesterday.
You had to complete this job yesterday.

7. There is weak possibility of her arrival toady. She may not arrive today.
8. It would have been better for her to join Government job than private one.

She had better joined Government job than private one.
She should have joined Government job instead of private one.

9. He is able to do it. He can do it.
 10. It is necessary for them to go there. They should go there. They must go there.

They need go there. They ought to go there. They have to go there.

IX. Transformation of sentence by other miscellaneous partial changes in it.
Apart from transformational interchange among different sentence types, there may be intra-change
transformation of same sentence type i.e Simple to Simple, Complex to Complex and Compound to
Compound. See how one particular type of sentence may have different transformational equivalents.
Again, mark how a single change in the word class or substitution of words by alternative words
leads to transformation of sentence. Language and literature in all the languages and our day-to-day
communications are full of such transformations. One ought to know such dynamic usages of language
and how to mould or exploit the language for different suitable uses.
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1. He helps all. He offers his help to all. His help is available to all. His help reaches all. All get his
help. None is deprived of his help. No one else is deprived of his help. There is none deprived of
his help. There is none not receiving his help. Who doesn’t he help? Who does not get his help? Is
there anyone, whom he does not help? Is he not helpful to all? Who does not know that he helps
all?, etc.

2. But for your help, I could not have passed. I passed for your help. I passed because of your help.
Your help made me pass. I passed due to your help. I passed with your help. I passed by your help.

3. He loves all. He has love for every one. He is a philanthropist. He is a universal lover of mankind.
4. Your face is a full moon. Your face blooms like a full moon. Your face shines like a full moon.

Your face is as beautiful as the full moon. Your face is as pleasant as the full moon. Your face is as
cool and as soothing as a full moon.

5. Jack fell down and broke his crown. Jack fell down and so he broke his crown. Jack fell down and
so his crown broke. Jack broke his crown as he fell. Jack broke his crown since he fell. Jack broke
his crown due to his fall.

6. Stand, where you are. Stand at the place, where you are. Stand at the same place. Stand there only.
Do not move from the place, where you are standing. Do not budge from the place of your standing.
You are instructed to stand where you are. The order for you is that you stand where you are.

7. She could not come to school due to rain. She could not come to school owing to rain. She could
not come to school because of rain. She could not come to school, as it was raining. She could not
come to school since it was raining. She could not come to school for it was raining. The rain did
not allow her come to school. The rain hindered her coming to school.

EXERCISES ON DIFFERENT KINDS OF TRANSFORMATIONS
Exercise 1:
Transform the following sentences into Assertive or Declarative sentences.

1. Will you please help me? 2. Ah! If you could help me now!

3. Please help me. 4. Help me just now.

5. May God help you! 6. What a wonderful job you have done!

7. Will it not be appropriate for you to be out of this meeting?

 8. What a strange person you are! 9. May he die peacefully!

10. Let him work silently.

Exercise 2:

Transform the following sentences into Interrogative sentences.

1. I had already told you not to depend on him. 2. Everyone loves his own life.

3. All know Mahatma Gandhi. 4. Please close the door.

5. Nobody cares what one does here. 6. Call the doctor immediately.

7. Listen to me carefully. 8. Stop here and show your identity.

9. May God bless you! 10. You can see we are doing our work
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Exercise 3:
Transform the following sentences into Exclamatory sentences.

1. You are a wonderful nonsense. 2. It is a very big snake.
3. You have done a marvellous job. 4. He is an excellent genius.
5. It is very shameful. 6. It is very shocking that we have lost the game.
7. It is very astonishing that she failed. 8. It is a very bad news.
9. It is very painful. 10. We can’t do anything for you now.

Exercise 4:
Transform the following sentences into Imperative sentences.

1. May I request you to grant me this leave. 2. You are requested to keep your shoes off outside.
3. It is better not to disturb him now. 4. Will you please help me?
5. You are advised not to enter the danger zone.

Excercise 5:
Transform the following sentences into Optative sentences.

1. We wish God would bless you. 2. Devil may take his soul.
Exercise 6:
Transform the following sentences into Affirmative sentences.

1. If you do not obey us, you will be punished.
2. No sooner did he reach home than it started raining.
3. You should not have been dishonest with me.
4. He is so young that he should not be married.
5. He advised me not to reveal the secret to anyone.
6. The Principal warned all the staff never to be late for school.
7. The wizard instructed the audience not to keep their eyes open.
8. I could not have passed the examination but for your help.
9. Not only Kriya but also Karma completed the work in time.

10. Neither Nishad nor Nausadh completed the work in time.
 11. Who does not love a child? 12. Should you not wait for your turn?
13. Why can’t you have patience? 14. Why did you not allow him in?
15. Who does not know Mahatma Gandhi? 16. He is not responsible and matured.
17. You did not get good marks, because your answer was not relevant, not coherent and not systematic.
18. We did not accept the proposal, as it was not possible, not reasonable, not rational, not legal and not

logical.
19. Nobody opposed him in his election. 20. I do not have any work with me now.

Exercise 7:
Transform the following sentences into negative.

1. Hardly had he reached his office, when he got a call from his home.
2. As soon as they saw the Headmaster, they ran away.
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3. The doctor attended the patient promptly.
4. The moment she opened the door, he gave her the red rose.
5. The hall was empty. 6. It will be unreasonable, irrational and illogical.
7. Who likes an unsocial person? 8. It is disgusting that you doubt everyone.
9. Why do you follow him blindly? 10. Oh! That you are so cruel!

 11.Do you think we will believe in your silly stories?
Exercise 8:
A. Transform the following sentences into Simple sentences.

1. I do not know where he lives.
2. Everyone knows that he is intelligent and clever.
3. Who denies that he is impartial and generous?
4. He wants an assistant, who should be honest and hardworking.
5. The stranger, who is sitting in the drawing room, is a musician.
6. The mason, who is ailing, is the right hand of the architect.
7. We could not go to college, because it was raining.
8. Stand where you are.
9. Stand as you like.

10. Wait till the teacher arrives.
11. Angad works hard so that he may be first in the class.
12. He worked so hard that he fell sick.
13. Though it was snowing heavily, she came to school.
14. Although he is poor, he is happy.
15. You can take as much as you want.
16. Cherry is intelligent, but she failed because she did not study.
17. The river was on flood, but the boatman ferried them.
18. She worked hard day and night and became the topper in the examination.
19. My scooter was punctured and I could not come to you yesterday.
20. Complete the work in time or face the consequence.
21. Either Miss Dew or Miss Petal will come here.
22. Who likes a person, who tells lies and cheats everyone?

B. Transform the following sentences into Compound sentences.
1. Writing the letter, she went out to play.
2. In spite of the bad weather, we resumed our work.
3. We were stranded on the way due to rain.
4. He works in the mill to earn his livelihood.
5. As it was raining profusely, she could not go to school.
6. Everybody regards him, because he is honest and truthful.
7. He could pass with his hard labour.
8. Instead of studying for his exams, he slept.
9. He, as well as his friends, is honest.
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10. If Gagan does not come, his brother will come to receive this letter.
11. Making a clever plan, the rabbit took the lion to the well.
12. Work hard, lest you should fail.
13. The moment he reached the University, he went to the library.
14. Being frustrated with his job, he resigned from it.
15. Planning to kill the monkey for his sweet liver, the crocodile invited him for lunch.
16. None of his parents came to school to meet the Principal.
17. One of his parents had come to school to meet the Principal.
18. Mr. Woolworth works in a factory apart from managing his cattle farm.
19. Finding none at home, the child cried aloud.
20. Despite his poverty, he is happy always.

C. Transform the following sentences into Complex sentences.
1. All know his honesty and innocence.
2. None of us knows his whereabouts.
3. Pitter had confirmed us of his joining the picnic.
4. Harry denied his involvement in this affair.
5. None regards a dishonest person.
6. The ragpicker boy has topped in the high school examination.
7. The loser of the purse may meet the Principal to get the purse back.
8. This universally respected man has been caught in a case of drug-trafficking.
9. Tom waited till Jerry’s arrival.

10. Just after Madhuban’s arrival, Khushboo cut her birthday cake.
11. Due to ill health, she could not join his party.
12. David reached home and immediately went to bed.
13. Stand there and don’t move.
14. Stand in the same manner.
15. Amrit was angry with us and so he did not come to play in the evening.
16. Mihir worked very hard and topped in the examination.
17. He is down but not out.
18. You may eat any number of sweets in the party.
19. Loyola worked very hard and got tired soon.
20. Nobody can speak so well like Mr. Hill on this topic.
21. Mike Tyson, the heavyweight champion, is a legendary figure in his field.
22. William Wordsworth is one of the greatest romantic poets.
23. Dorothy could not come to school because of rain.
24. King Harishchandra’s charity is known to all.
25. Abhimanyu was killed in treachery.
26. His simplicity and honesty is known to all.
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D. Transform the following Sentences into Simple, Compound and Complex as directed.
1. She is bedridden with fever. (Compound and Complex)
2. Mr. Duma has gone to market to procure some grocery. (Compound and Complex)
3. Nicholas failed because of his negligence. (Compound and Complex)
4. Ursula reached home late and so we had a delayed dinner. (Simple and Complex)
5. Who is the gentleman with the black hat? (Complex)
6. Mitras are leaving the village and will never come back again. (Simple and Complex)
7. The old man is too weak to walk. (Compound and Complex)
8. Though we warned him, he entered the blasting zone. (Simple and Compound)
9. Blowing horn is a punishable offence here. (Compound and Complex)

10. Your late coming will be treated as your negligence of duty. (Compound and Complex)
11. Work hard, otherwise you will fail. (Simple and Complex)
12. A truthful person is universally revered. (Complex)
13. You can take as much you can. (Simple)
14. Kindness is a language, that the blind can see and the deaf can hear. (Simple)
15. We want a person, who should be honest, diligent and meticulous. (Simple and Compound)
16. He is so lazy that he cannot be employed anywhere. (Simple and Compound)
17. But for his help, she could not have passed. (Simple and Complex)
18. All but Madhur are present in the class. (Compound and Complex)
19. Do or die! (Simple and Complex)
20. Do not stop till the goal is reached. (Simple )
21. Love conquers all. (Complex)
22. The digger of others’ ditch falls in it himself. (Complex)
23. Charity begins at home. (Complex)
24. A wise enemy is better than a foolish friend. (Simple)
25. Who does not know who he is? (Simple)
26. Can you can a can as canners can a can? (Simple)
27. Season of failure is the best time for sowing the seeds of success. (Compound and Complex)
28. Love do not unite people as much as common hatred for something. (Simple and Compound)
29. The boy, who is in the drawing room is my friend. (Simple)
30. Though he is rich, he is a miser. (Simple and Compound)
31. Work hard. Lest you should fail. (Simple)
32. He works hard but fails. (Simple and Complex)
33. Kashmir is known as India’s Switzerland. (Complex)
34. The man, who conceals his grief with a radiant smile, is the wisest. (Simple)
35. We love those, who admire us, but we rarely love those who are admirable. (Simple)
36. One, who desires the fruit, must climb the tree. (Simple)
37. Genius is one per cent inspiration and ninety nine per cent perspiration. (Simple)
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38. Do the way she did. (Simple and compound)
39. Whoever cares to learn will always find a teacher. (Simple)
40. If you can’t find happiness in yourself, you cannot find it anywhere. (Simple)
41. Who dares, wins. (Simple)
42. Rudeness is weakman’s limitation of strength. (Complex)
43. It is better to be poor and happy than to be rich and miserable. (Simple)
44. That goes up has the risk of coming down. (Simple)
45. The fall of Constantinople marked the Renaissance in Europe. (Simple, compound and complex)

Exercise 9:
A. Transform the following sentences into Comparative Degree.

 1. Everest is the highest mountain peak in the world.
 2. Mahanadi is one of the widest rivers.
3. Akbar was one of the greatest Mogul emperors.
4. Every mother is the sweetest for her own child.
5. The best for the one may be the worst for the other.
6. One, who wants the least in the life, is the happiest.
7. Every child is the most beautiful child for his mother.
8. Love is the easiest way to eliminate hatred.  9. Who is the most popular goldsmith in this city?

10. Lion is the strongest of all the animals. 11. He is not the wisest man in this village.
12. No other animal is as cunning as a fox. 13. Vatican City is the smallest country in the world.
14. No other lake is as deep as Lake Baikal. 15. Nile is the longest river.
16. Nile is the longest river in the world. 17. Amazon is one of the longest rivers in the world.
18. Monalisa was considered the most beautiful woman in the world.
19. The Vedas and Upanishads are the most revered scriptures in Hindu and Aryan culture.
20. No other book is as holy as Shrimad Bhagawat Gita in Hinduism.
21. Robert Pershing Wadlow was the tallest man to have walked the Earth.
22. The world’s shortest river is the 61 metre (201 ft) Rose River in Montana, USA.

B. Transform the following sentences into Superlative Degree.
1. Venus is nearer to the Earth than all other planets.
2. Diana is more intelligent than all other girls in the class.
3. Rose is sweeter than all other flowers.
4. No other place is as hot as Dallol in the world.
5. Antarctica is colder than all other places on the Earth.
6. Very few men can be as great as Gandhi as a Statesman.
7. No Russian scholar has ever been as popular as Leo Tolstoy.
8. Ramayana and Mahabharata are greater and more popular than any other epics in the world.
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C. Transform the following sentences into Positive Degree.
1. Grass is always greener at the other end. 2. Who is better than he?
3. Is there anyone stranger than he? 4. Vatican City is the smallest country in the world.
5. This is the best opportunity for us. 6. Is money sweeter than honey?

7. Nothing in life is worse than ill health. 8. Pen is mightier than Sword.

 9. Greenland is the world’s largest island. 10. Nothing is always the best or the worst.
11. Neptune is the farthest from the Earth. 12. The fear of death kills more than death itself.
13. One, who loveth best prayeth best. 14. Honesty is the best policy.
15. Betty is the best women athlete in the university.
16. Africa is drier than all other places in the world.
17. Very few traders are as honest as Mr. Bayer in Lousville.
18. Mawsynram, Meghalaya is the wettest place in the world.
19. Semaphore is one of the oldest methods of fast communication.
20. An increment in Knowledge is always better than an increment in salary.

D. Transform the following into Positive, Comparative and Superlative separately as required.
1. Altaf is the naughtiest boy in the class. 2. Death is better than Dishonour.
3. Begging is not as good as starving. 4. The Bible is the holiest book of Christianity.
5. No other book is as great as the Koran in Islam.
6. Guru Granth Sahib is considered the holiest book of the Sikhs.
7. Pamir is highest plateau in the world. 8. The Cheetah is the fastest animal on land.

9. The Dolphin is the smartest marine creature. 10. Whale is bigger than any other kind of mammal.

11. No season is more beautiful than the other. 12. No other bird is as sharp in vision as the vulture.

13. Lord Bentick was one of the most popular British Governors to India.
14. Very few Mogul emperors were as unpopular as Aurangzeb.

15. Bismarck and Napoleon Bonaparte are equally revered.

16. Jackal and Fox are not more cunning and coward than each other.

17. Who is the cleverest boy in the class?
18. Is there anyone more intelligent than Sresth in the College?

19. Health is the best wealth. 20. Who knows the student better than the teacher?

21. From where do you get the finest variety of grapes?
Exercise 10:
A. Transform the following sentences into Indirect or Reported Speech.

1. Julie said to me, “I am not going to school today.”
2. Sultan said to Salman, “You did not see my Art Exhibition yesterday.”
3. Maria said, “I have not promised him to do this.”
4. Kim said to Jim, “Are you ready for the Art Exhibition tomorrow?”
5. Sheshan said to me, “Where are my spectacles?”
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6. Bidhan said to Sudan, “Congratulations!”
7. Lalita said to Bisakha, “Ah! What a wonderful show you presented yesterday!”
8. The Selfish Giant said to the children, “I will kill you, if you enter my garden!”
9. A frustrated Selfish Giant said, “Why isn’t the spring coming to my garden, when it has come

everywhere?”
10. Krishna said to Arjun, “Truth and Justice will prevail.”

11. Charles Darwin said on his death bed, “I am not, in the least, afraid to die.”

12. Christopher Columbus said, “Lord, into thy hands I command my spirit.”

13. Archimedes said, “Wait till I have finished my problem.”
14. Julius Caesar said, “You too, Brutus!”

15. Lewis Carroll said, “Take away those pillows, I shall need them no more.”

16. Oscar Wilde said, “I am dying as I have lived: beyond my means.”

17. Queen Victoria said, “Oh that peace may come!”
18. Voltaire said, “Do let me die in peace.”

19. The Lion said to the lamb, “I will eat you because you polluted my water.”

20. The crocodile said to the monkey, “Will you visit my house for a lunch? My sweet wife is earnestly
waiting for you.”

21. The monkey said to the crocodile, “Oh, my God! Why did you not tell me earlier? I have kept my
liver in the niche of the blackberry tree.”

22. The Commander said to his soldiers, “March ahead with faith and fortitude!”

23. The swindler said to Brahmin, “Why are you carrying a donkey on your shoulder?”

24. Rum-pel-Stilt-skin said to the princess, “Guess my name or give me your first child.”

25. The Genie said to Aladdin, “Your wish is my command, master!”

26. The Betaal said to Prince Vikram, “Answer my questions or your head will shoot off your body.”

27. Swami Vivekananda said, “Arise, awake, and stop not till the goal is reached.”

28. The Four Foolish scholars said, “Let us make the dead lion alive by our prudence.”

29. He said to his friend, “What did the bear whisper in your ear?” His friend said, “Never befriend the
false friends, who run away from you in your danger.”

30. The poor cow said to the hungry tiger, “Spare my life now and I promise I will come back to you
after feeding my dear calf.”

31. The professor said, “I will not cover the syllabus; rather I will uncover it.”

32. Virgil said, “Some people are able, because they think that they are able.”

33. Bhagawat Gita says, “Do your work and do not worry about the result.”

34. “It has been a joyful life all these days in your village, grandpa”, said the child to his grandfather.

35. “Ivan, I am dying and you in turn will have to die”, the old man said to his son. “So, live in peace.”

36. “Work hard today, if you want a better life tomorrow”, said the teacher to his pupils.
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37. “This is a wild man out of the rocks”, said the blind man to the village elder.

38. The saint said to his disciples, “What you did yesterday has effected your life today, what you are
doing today will decide your life tomorrow and so ensure that you are doing right things now.”

39. “What a silly question!”, said the teacher to Einstein.

40. “Promise that you will give your first born child to me in return of this”, said Rum-pel-Stilt-skin to
the princess.

41. “O father”, said Miranda, “If you have by your power raised this tempest, please put an end to it”.
“Do not be afraid”, replied Prospero, ‘Not a single person shall perish”.

42. The voice shouted, “Bhima, beware. You will drink this water only after answering my questions.
You will die if you disregard my words”. “Who are you to dictate to me?”, cried Bhima and he
drank the water avidly.

43. “He was not at home yesterday, is neither available now, nor will he be seen tomorrow or day after
tomorrow, because his creditors are after him. Well, if you are one of his debtors, I will usher you to
his hiding place”, said the servant of the bankrupt to the amazed beggar.

44. The lady’s finger said to the pumpkin, “Will you please tell me the secret of your good health?”

45. “May I come in madam?, said the new boy. “Who are you my dear?” “Madam, I am Adam, your
new pupil”, said he.

46. “Dear little Fly, you are looking so tired. Will you please come and rest awhile on my beautiful soft
web?”, said the spider. “I am afraid; there is something wrong as all my kith and kin have been lost
on your soft bed. Thank you for your kind invitation but let me fly away from you.”

47. “It has been a very exciting life in the village”, Tom said to his grandfather, “I love the simple and
innocent villagers and their happy life.”

48. The Bhagawat Gita says, “Soul never dies; it leaves the old body, as we discard an old and tattered
dress”.

49. The Lily said to Moon, “The poets sing our love-story; the lovers live it.”
50. The Lotus said to Sun, “We love each other as Lily and Moon do.”
51. “Do not go looking for eggs in other people’s yards”, the old man said to Ivan’s daughter.
52. “Do you want to join Army or Air Force?”, the Sergeant said to the young man.
53. “Will you come to school tomorrow, as you did yesterday?”, said Geeta to Sita.
54. A lady once rang up a doctor and said, “My husband has got a bout; come at once”, and then she

added apologetically “I am sorry you have to come such a long distance”. “No mention madam,
replied the doctor, ‘I have another patient that side, so I will kill two birds with one stone.” The lady
said to him, ‘ Are you a doctor or a butcher?; better you never come. I do not want to get my husband
killed.”

55. The robber said to the Judge, “Sir, I need some time to prove my innocence.”, The Judge said to
him, “Okay, I will give you one year time in jail.”

56. The inspector said to the teacher, “Why are the pupils shouting?” The teacher said, “No, they are not
shouting; they are just discussing the benefits of silence.”

57. Geet said to Sangeet, “In our house my grandparents, my parents, all my brothers and sisters and
even our servants are singers.” Sangeet said, “ In my home, we have a Singer-Sewing-machine.”
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58. A young boy asked his father, “Dad, how is that you have black moustache but grey hair?” The
father said promptly, “The hair of my moustache is eighteen years younger than that of my head.”

59. Father said to his son, “Why are you wearing spectacles while sleeping?” The wise son said promptly,
“To see my dreams clearly.”

60. An elderly man was admitted in a hospital in a serious condition. A telegram was sent to his wife
saying “ Your husband is serious, come soon.” The wife sent a reply telegram with the message, “He
was never serious about anything in his life; it is better if he is serious now.”

61. A politician said to a diplomat, “How do you define politics?” The diplomat said, “Polite tricks.”
62. Shila said to her maidservant, “Did you wash the fish before you fried it? “Why should I wash a

fish, which has spent all her life in the water?”
63. The salesman said to a lady, “What do you use to clean you carpets?” She said, “I have used several

methods, but I find my husband the very best for it.”
64. Dolly said to Doll, “My uncle had a terrible accident with his car causing a fractured leg. The doctor

told him he would have him walking in a month.” Doll asked, “Could the doctor do it really? “Yes”,
said Dolly, “When the doctor sent his bill, my uncle had to sell his car.”

65. “You are lucky” said the industrialist to the insurance agent man as he signed the policy.: I have
already refused eight insurance agents this morning” “I know”, said the agent, “This is the ninth
time I have been here since morning today.”

66. A tenant said to his new landlady, “When I left my last house, my landlady wept.” “Well”, said the
new landlady, “I will not, I always collect the rent in advance.”

67. A patient said to the psychiartist,  “I am worried about my future.” The doctor said, “I will give you
a year’s treatment and take ` 10.000 a month.” The panicked patient said, “You are taking care of
your future. What about mine?”

68. An angry boss said to the clerk, “This is last time you see me now- you are regularly irregular.” The
clerk said, “Are you retiring sir?”

B. Transform the following sentences into Direct Speech.
1. Walter told me that he would not go to the flying club that day.
2. Hudson told him that he would not attend his evening classes the next day.

3. Mrs. Jinx told Mrs. Minx that she was not against her proposal.

4. Billabal told Birat that he had been totally frustrated.

5. Bidisha asked Chitralekha if she had the book of Vikram-Betaal with her.
6. Bidur asked Sudama where his turban was.

7. Vidur asked Sudama if he had seen his turban.

8. Vasabdatta asked Mriganayani if she could help her in the Trigonometry.

9. Zenifer asked Lucifer if he would be in the riding club in the morning the day after.
10. Swati explained to Swosti that the Earth and the other planets revolve around the Sun.

11. He clarified to me that he had not said anything against me in the meeting the previous day.

12. She consoled me not to worry and to work hard for the next examination.

13. They advised us not to delay anymore and rush the patient to the hospital.
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14. The Director ordered all the officers to be present in the general meeting on Sunday.

15. Vasudevan warned Vijay to return him his money or else face dire consequences, since he would
sue him in the court of law.

16. Wilson concluded that the past was past and it was better for everyone to look forward for a better
and stronger future.

17. Badshah jested at the Fakir that he was a buffoon and his brother was an ass.

18. The Security Guard interrogated the stranger who he was and why he was loitering around.
19. The King coaxed the Queen if she would kindly wear the new necklace, his goldsmith had brought.

20. The Brahmin imagined in his fantasy that the King would offer him the princess and soon he would
have many kids.

21. My mother jested at me that I was a monkey and my father was a donkey.

22. My friend asked me where I was going then and why I had not taken my lunch.
23. She asked him if he had seen her grammar book around.

24. The swans cautioned the tortoise to hold the stick by his teeth and never to loose his hold in any
case.

25. The Camel offered to the Lion King respectfully that he might eat him and live longer.
26. Prithvi told Pritha that he could not do that work that day, as he was very busy for his examination,

which would be held the next day.

27. Henna told Mallika that she might not join her wedding party that day, as her brother was getting
married the same day.

28. Gandhara reminded Chitrasena that she should not have told such blatant lie to him.
29. Sarat asked Basant if he could help him in the interior design of his home.

30. Hemant questioned Sumant why he could not attend the meeting the day before.

31. The Arab asked his camel if he needed little bit warmth inside the tent and told him that he could
keep his mouth inside.

Exercise 11:
A. Transform into Passive Voice:

1. Sunil plays cricket. 2. Does Anil tease the cat?
3. Navin doesn’t study Physics. 4. Lara is playing Tennis.

5. Are they cancelling the counseling? 6. The miser is not taking medicines even.

7. Who has seen the buds opening their petals? 8. We need not knead more dough.

 9. The witch was boiling the oil in the cauldron. 10. Was the wily wizard warding off the ghost?

11. One flower cannot make a garland. 12. Light a candle than curse the darkness.

13. Had the moody miller milled your mustard? 14. The Pumpkin had not called the Melon.

15. Barbie will bring Archie’s baseball. 16. Shall I sell your cell phone?

17. Wilson will not throw the will into the well. 18. Harold will have hidden all his gold.
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19. Will he have heard this hard news? 20. Donald will not have done this.

21. She should shoulder this responsibility. 22. He should have told the truth.

23. Should not she see the sea? 24. Should she not have showed us a better show?

25. You can’t cane the pupils. 26. Can you can a can as canners can can a can?

27. The bride couldn’t see the bridegroom. 28. Mr. Mayor may not visit the May Fair.

29. Who might he show his might to? 30. Must he be rusticated?

31. They do don cow dung sometimes. 32. Dare they dare him with dire consequence?

33. The watchman was not watching the watches. 34. Hardy Boys had hardened their stand.

35. We ought to dump this naughty boy in the outhouse.

36. Has he not hired a muscleman to terrify his teacher?

37. The foolish king employed the loyal monkey as his bodyguard.

38. Didn’t the idiot monkey chop off the nose of the foolish king?

39. The old owl didn’t invite the dirty bats on his wedding.
40. The foreign usurpers used to oppress and suppress these tribes.

41. The donkey has not consulted the bull yet on their proposed strike.

42. The have-nots have to heave their better halves forward to work together.
43. The barbarian snakes do kidnap the frogs and toads for their delicious breakfast.

B. Transform into Active Voice:
1. The flower cups are always attacked by the bees.
2. Is not honey extracted from the beehives?
3. Mr. Jackal is being treated by Dr. Grizzly.
4. Are the puppies and kitten being looked after well by the greedy Wolf in his crèche/nursery school?
5. The hornets’ nest has been broken by the naughty young monkey.
6. Hasn’t the honey been sucked by the butterflies?
7. The fly was invited by the spider to sit on his silky net.
8. Uncle crocodile was teased by five naughty monkeys with long tails.
9. Latest ghazals were being sung by the melody king Frog in splendid baritone.

10. Were the dragon flies and butterflies being chased by the naughty squirrels?
11. The eaglets had been trained by the mother eagle to sour and surge.
12. Had not the Giraffes been used as cranes by the chief engineer White Elephant to pull Lion King’s

chariot?
13. The carts will not be pulled by the rebel donkeys and the bullocks any more. Man will do it himself.
14. Who/Whom will the cat be belled by? By whom will the cat be belled?
15. Will not balloons be flown by the baboons in the buffoons' fair?
16. Princess Hyena will have been married to General Leopard by this time tomorrow.
17. Can’t the elephants and the mosquitoes with their long mouth pipes be used for lift irrigation?
18. The squirrels can be pitted against crickets in shrill vocal classical competition.
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19. The crocodiles may be advised not to shed their tears.
20. Might these teddy bears be forcefully injected by the short-tempered porcupines with sharp quills?
21. Knight Frog must be wedded to Miss Universe Toad under the mushroom canopy.

C. Transform the following into Active and Passive Voice as required.
1. Higgins speaks Danish. 2. Igloos are built by the Eskimos.

3. Who cheated this cheat? 4. Who was the man manhandled by?

5. Was not Wasansky roughed up by the police?  6. Simon warned the seamen of the typhoon.

7. The monkey was teasing the birds.  8. Were not the squirrels playing hide-and-seek?

9. How had he done it before? 10. Galileo redefined the solar system.

11. Didn’t Guttenberg invent the printing press? 12. Rome was not built in a day.

13. The Miller will mill the chilies. 14. Hardy Boys had never heard such hard voice before.

15. Sushie should not have shot the bird. 16. Nilofer’s lover loves Miss Clove.

17. Silly Milly will never conceal this secret deal. 18. Let the Lieutenant leave this party immediately.

19. Panipat war was fought between Babar and Ibrahim Lodhi.

20. Did the fireman douse his fury furry with his merry spouse?

21. The old fool’s wise wife befools her husband fully and coolly.

22. Do not douse his fiery love. His false lover herself will put it out.

23. Willy Wilson will have been chilled by this chilly weather without his warm clothes.
D. Transform the following sentences by using suitable non-finite verbs as directed.

1. To do is not as easy as to speak. (Transform the sentence by changing the infinitives into gerund)

2. Flying is an exciting experience. (Transform the sentence by changing the gerund into infinitive)
3. Writing the letter, Pamela went out to post it. (Change the present participle into past participle)

4. Having seen the movie once, I did not view it again. (Change the past participle into present participle)

5. Impressed by her melodious voice, the director took her as his playback singer. (Begin with ‘Being’)

6. Mr. Godbole went to market for purchasing a pen. (Change the participle into infinitive)
7. Hritesh went to the market for vegetables. (Insert suitable present participle after ‘for’)

8. Simon waited there for his friend. (Replace preposition ‘for’ by infinitive)

9. He intends to box his ear. (Begin the sentence with the gerund form of the infinitive)

10. Ms. Broomstick loves sweeping and cleansing the rooms. (Change the gerunds into infinitives)
11. We had to wait at the closed school-gate. (Replace the past participle by absolute phrase)

12. The village folk started dancing and singing. (Replace the gerunds by infinitives)
E. Transform the sentences by using words of different parts of speech (class words) as directed.

1. He did it with intention. (Replace the underlined noun by adverb suitably)
2. They will demolish the old building and construct a new one at its place. (Replace the underlined

verbs by nouns suitably)
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3. The effect after the atomic explosion in Hiroshima and Nagasaki was gruesome. (Use the underlined
preposition as adjective suitably)

4. They turned about. (Change the underlined adverbial particle into adjective suitably)
5. The gardener is giving water to the plants. (Use the underlined noun as a verb suitably)

6. He alleged that the new workers were not regular, punctual or obedient. (Use the underlined words
in noun forms suitably.)

7. He confessed that he had perjured in the matter and promised never to do so again. (Use the underlined
words in noun forms suitably)

8. The flower spoke to the bud with warmth and affection. (Use the underlined words in adverbial
form)

9. His confession led to the relaxation of his penalty. (Use the verb forms of the underlined words)

10. He was arrogantly reluctant to obey the order. (Use the noun forms of the underlined words)
Exercise 12:
Transform the following sentences as directed.

1. Mr. Blade is too bold to be frightened. (Remove ‘too’)
2. Rudy is too rude to be kind. (Remove ‘too’)
3. Miss Fowler is not so fool that she can be befooled. (Use ‘too’)
4. Catharine will carry your message if not Bathsheba. (Use ‘Either-or’)
5. Catherine will not carry your message or your messenger. (Use ‘Either-or’)
6. Stephens too failed in the examination like Hawkins. (Use ‘Neither-nor’)
7. Stephens too failed in the examination like Hawkins. (Use ‘Not only-but also’)
8. Murphy and Swift don’t play cricket. (Use ‘Neither-nor’)
9. Murphy does not play cricket or rugby. (Use ‘Neither-nor’)

10. Sohan could not have passed the test without Swan’s help. (Use ‘But for’)
11. None but the brave deserve the fair. (Use ‘Alone’)
12. A politician thinks of the next election; a statesman thinks of the next generation. (Use ‘When’)
13. A sculptor makes a stone idol; a teacher makes a life ideal. (Use ‘But’)
14. Every cloud has a silver lining. (Begin with ‘There is-’)
15. An empty vessel sounds much. (Transform into complex sentence using Adjectival clause)
16. Ambassadors are eyes and ears of a state. (Make complex sentence using Adjectival clause)
17. Choose! (Transform into complex using Adjectival clause)
18. Choose! (Transform into complex using Noun clause)
19. None knows his living place. (Transform into complex using Adjectival clause)
20. None knows his hiding place. (Transform into complex using Noun clause)
21. All know his places of stay. (Transform into complex using Adverbial clause)
22. Stand there! (Transform into complex using Adjectival clause)
23. Stand there! (Transform into complex using Adverbial clause)
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24. Stand there! (Transform into complex using Noun clause)
25. Walter Scott failed in his exploration of the South Pole. (Transform into compound sentence)
26. Walter Scott failed in his expedition to the South Pole. (Transform into complex sentence)
27. Amundsen conquered the South Pole. (Transform into compound sentence)
28. Amundsen conquered the South Pole. (Transform into complex sentence)
29. Sun never rises in the West. (Transform into Interrogative)
30. Sun never rises in the West. (Transform into Exclamatory)
31. Will Sun ever rise in the West? (Transform into Assertive Negative)
32. Will you kindly remove your black glass? (Transform into Imperative)
33. Pen is mightier than the sword. (Transform into Positive degree)
34. Prevention is better than cure. (Transform into Positive degree)
35. Nothing is as black as coal. (Transform into comparative degree)
36. Nothing is as black as coal. (Transform into superlative degree)
37. Sometimes, the silence is more eloquent than words. (Transform into positive degree)
38. The heard is sweet, but the unheard is sweeter. (Transform into positive degree)
39. Who knows the child better than the mother? (Transform into positive degree)
40. Who knows the child better than the mother? (Transform into superlative degree)
41. No creature is as disciplined as ant. (Transform into superlative degree)
42. No creature is as disciplined as ant. (Transform into comparative degree)
43. Very few explorers were as ambitious and courageous as Columbus. (Change into Comparative degree)
44. Very few explorers were as ambitious and courageous as Columbus. (Change into superlative degree)
45. Brain is more important than most other parts in human body. (Transform into positive degree)
46. Brain is more important than most other parts in human body. (Transform into superlative degree)
47. America is one of the most advanced countries. (Transform into comparative degree)
48. America is one of the most advanced countries. (Transform into positive degree)
49. One, who believes in everyone, doesn’t believe in himself. (Transform into passive voice)
50. Does the postman bring your post to your doorstep? (Transform into passive voice)
51. Do they not do their work in time? (Transform into passive voice)
52. Mother monkeys are carrying their babies on their back. (Transform into passive voice)
53. Are they not telling the truth? (Transform into passive voice)
54. Deep dark clouds have clouded the mall. (Transform into passive voice)
55. Has he not been warned twice? (Transform into active voice)
56. Did anyone tell him in advance? (Transform into passive voice)
57. Krishna shielded the Pandavs against Kaurav’s atrocities. (Transform into passive voice)
58. They were torturing the war prisoners. (Transform into passive voice)
59. Higgins had harassed Horace earlier too. (Transform into passive voice)
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60. Will the wily miser sign the will? (Transform into passive voice)
61. The spy will have crossed the border by now. (Transform into passive voice)
62. The new boy should not be befooled by these naughty fellows. (Transform into active voice)
63. The canny canner can can a can in a minute. (Transform into passive voice)
64. Kajal could be cajoled by the jolly fans to dance once more. (Transform into active voice)
65. The Mayor may have quit his post in dismay. (Transform into passive voice)
66. The mighty mites might strike my book shelf again. (Transform into passive voice)
67. The mast elephant must be mastered by the mahaut immediately. (Transform into active voice)
68. A needy person needs not be reminded of his needs. (Transform into active voice)
69. The have-nots have to have the habit of hard work. (Transform into passive voice)
70. Adam asked madam if he could eat some cardamom. (Transform into direct speech)
71. Julie said to Julia, “Can I wear your jewels in my wedding in July?” (Transform into indirect speech)
72. The moody stone breaker told him angrily that he would feed him mud and bolder and break his

head with his hammer, if he blabbed then again. (Transform into direct speech)
73. “We are cousin sisters, my dear! And must live together with love and joy”, said the little Lily to the

proud Lotus. (Transform into indirect speech)
74. The old monkey said to his children, “Hide yourself in the deep and dense woods and never be seen

by the king’s men. (Transform into indirect speech)
75. “Where does the teethless, bony and skinny old witch bask her long white hair and boil the oil in a

cauldron?” the little girl asked her grandmother. (Transform into indirect speech)
76. The old smuggler said to the bold bottler, “Did you see a one eyed, dark, dirty, hefty and hirsute

haggard here?” “No!”, said the bottler, “But the description suits you exactly!” (Transform into
indirect speech)

77. “What a dreadful devilish look!” said the little boy to his friend pointing at the new Headmaster,
“Was he a jailor in the Siberian jails?” (Transform into indirect speech)

78. His friend replied in negation and told him that he had been dismissed twice as his previous two
schools had cent percentage fail result in the Board Examination and he fears he will lose his job for
ever here in this school full with fools and buffoons like us. (Transform into direct speech)

79. “Sing and dance till the wedding lasts, eat the feast as the night runs fast; the funny frog weds the
toad, the jungle gentry is in jocund mood”, said the owl to the cheering crowd. (Transform into
indirect speech)

80. Mr. Defoe lives in one of these two houses. (Transform using ‘Either-or’)
81. One of my fists will break your teeth. (Transform using ‘Either-or’)
82. My hands will pull out one of your ears. (Transform using ‘Either-or’)
83. He does not play football or basketball. (Transform using ‘Neither-nor’)
84. Simon and Symphony do not play basketball. (Transform using ‘Neither-or’)
85. Timothy and Simpson are both heavyweight champions. (Transform using ‘Not only-but also’)
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86. Anthonies and their neighbour Antony are miserable misers. (Transform using ‘As well as’).
87. Death is preferable to dishonour. (Transform into positive and comparative degree using ‘as __ as’ and

‘better’)
88. Do not tell a lie. (Transform into affirmative)
89. All are present in the meeting except Frank. (Begin with ‘All but’)
90. If Alison comes late, he will lose his chance. (Begin with ‘Unless’)
91. If Alison does not come in time, he will lose his chance. (Begin with ‘Unless’)
92. Unless Michael admits his fault, he will not get his cycle back. (Begin with ‘If’)
93. In order to hide his offence, he played this trick. (Begin with ‘with a view to’)
94. In spite of his illness, he came to school. (Begin with ‘Despite’)
95. Weeping is the best weapon of a coquette woman. (Replace the gerund by infinitive)
96. They listened to him attentively and eagerly. (Change the adverbs in to nouns)
97. Who will believe in your blatant lies? (Transform into assertive sentence)
98. Only a fool may believe in your blatant lies. (Transform into complex sentence)
99. Mansfield did the work with diligence and meticulousness. (Change the underlined words into

adverbs)
100. We do not remember what he said. (Transform into affirmative)
101. Were I the king, I would hang you. (Begin with ‘Had’)
102. If you go there at all, please take me with you. (Begin with ‘Should’)
103. Unless you work hard, you will fail. (Use ‘lest’ suitably)
104. Unless you work hard, you will fail. (Use ‘otherwise’ suitably)
105. If you go their at all, please take me with you. (Begin with ‘In case’)
106. She wanted to join medicine instead of engineering. (Use ‘would rather’)
107. You should have gone to police instead of coming to us. (Use ‘Had better’)
108. She is not able to do it. (Use ‘Can’)
109. It was possible for him to do it. (Use ‘Could’)
110. It was possible for him to have done it. (Use ‘Could have’)
111. It was probably possible for him to do it. (Use ‘Might have’)
112. Probably she has gone for swimming. (Use ‘May’and ‘Might’ separately)
113. It is compulsory for all to complete it. (Use ‘Have to’, ‘Must’ and ‘Ought to’ separately)
114. It is advisable for us to do this work. (Use ‘Should’).
115. Oh, what a wonderful news! (Transform into assertive)
116. What a success! (Transform into assertive)
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117. Permit Mr. Parson to perform in the play.
(Transform the sentence using noun forms of the underlined words)
(Transform into interrogative and passive separately)

118. Lajpat laughed louder than all. (Transform into superlative with the noun form of the underlined
word)

119. Wait and watch till a good catch. (Transform into passive)
120. In spite of her illness, she excelled in the test.

(Transform into compound and complex)
(Use ‘Despite‘ in the sentence)

121. I am monarch of all that I Survey.
(Use ‘Monarchy’ instead of ‘monarch’ in the sentence with necessary changes)
(Transform into simple sentence)
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